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Corn 12/16/19 - 12/20/19

Neutral

385
388380

406 3/4390 1/2

400

G 390 16 1/4 16.75%

H 390 21 1/2 16.75%

K 390 31 1/4 17%

-95k COT (+23k w/w)

Corn finished the week up 6 3/4¢ with vol firm. The week started strong with follow through buying 
on Monday as a result of the China deal announcement. 

Farmers have been selling into this strength and funds have, so far, been liquidating portions of their
short position. Given the fundamentals, next year's prices present a good hedge for farmers. The 
big question from teh demand perspective will be how much ethanol China will purchase as part of the 
ag agreement. 

Vol is at a moderate level, justified by the fact that there is so much uncertainty. Corn *could* move 
higher, but more likely is a retracement. The low point in the skew is about 15¢ lower than here. Low 
points in skew typically, but not always, represent the path of least resistance for prices.  Given the 
shape of the skew, a good way to play the break is to buy inexpensive, 10-20¢ out of the money put
butterflies. 
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Wheat 12/16/19 - 12/20/19

Higher, but backing off

538 3/4

524524

510 1/4557 1/4

565

G 540 28 3/4 21.5%

H 540 38 21.25%

K 550 56 1/4 22%

+24k COT (+15k w/w)

Wheat finished the week up 9 3/4¢ with vol up 1% on a strong start to the week. Monday saw follow 
though trade optimism as the rest of the ags did. The market was lower Wednesday, Thursday, and 
Friday as that initail enthuasiam wore off. 

Wheat could certainly benefit from the deal, but given the recent runup in prices, it is not as likely to 
get a pop as much as corn and beans. Best bets are probably moving to those markets with some profit
taking in Wheat. 

There was a lot of risk premium added to the wheat contract that could stand to be reduced as the year
progresses. Looking at the U shaped skew, the options market is definitely concerned about a big
break. Given the steady meltup in prices over the past 3 months, Wheat could easily drop 50¢ without
doing any major damage. 
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Higher

930
931 1/4921 3/4

921 3/4950

970

H 940 44 14.25%

K 960 66 14.75%

N 960 80 14.75%
X 960 101 1/8 14.5%

-80k COT (+34k w/w)

Beans finished the week up 21¢ with vol firm. We saw mostly follow through buying on optimism with 
the China trade agreement. 

Although details remain sparce on the China deal, funds have liquidated a portion of their short futures
position. Its unlear if they will continue to liquate to flat, or flip long. Without more details on the actual
purchase agreement and terms, its unlikely funds will cover a whole lot more given the prices. With 
volatility this low, we've also seen some call buying and put replacement (to accompany the futures 
purchases). Its very cheap for funds to buy calls, and hold their short futures positon. 

If the market continues to rally from here, we're likely to see volatility climb, possibly aggressively. A 
reversion to mean prices however will likely push vol back to the lows. This makes covered calls 
(overhedged, or even at a 1:1 ratio) an attractive strategy for both fudns and individuals.  

12/16 F960c 5/8¢ 1000x
H820p 3/8¢ 3400x

G980/1000c 2 1/8¢ 1000x
N1020/1080c v964 d.12
     9 7/8¢ 800x

F950c 1¢ 1000x
F960/970c 2x3 0¢ 1000x

12/17

12/18




